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March 13, 2014, Nashville, TN

AvionTEq introduced MyTEq equipment management tool at AEA convention 

 

If aviation test equipment is vital to your operation, you will want to take a closer 

look at AvionTEq’s new equipment management tool.  AvionTEq provides 

comprehensive testing equipment solutions for aviation operations of all sizes.  

The company’s goal is to provide answers and options along with unparalleled 

service.   

With the introduction of MyTEq, the 

commitment to service.  MyTEq is a versatile equipment management tool, which 

provides an array of useful options.  You get out of it what you put into it and the 

payoff is well worth it. 

The best equipment is only useful whe

Increased awareness and organization will help to avoid costly delays.  MyTEq 

tracks calibration, location and status of testing equipment.  Automatic calibration 

reminders and scheduling assistance make it easy to kee

smoothly. 
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 A picture is worth a thousand words.  Instantly upload pictures to display 

readouts, buttons, switches, accessories, cables and illustrate how equipment 

should be set up.  Pictures can increase efficiency and help to avoid mistakes. 

Reference material is often needed at a moment’s notice.  MyTEq provides an 

easy-to-use interface that allows you to upload specification sheets, operations 

manuals, calibration certificates and various supporting documents instantly from 

any location.  Having this material in one place makes it easy to access. 

AvionTEq has delivered a very useful tool.  MyTEq can be an extremely beneficial 

resource and a helpful backup.  This equipment management tool is just another 

example of how AvionTEq is working hard to provide valuable resources and 

solutions. 

 

 

 

 


